Worksheet 4.1
Read through each vocabulary word and its definition. Write a sentence including each vocabulary word.

1. deliberation: noun (di lib’ ur ay shun)—careful thought
   sentence:

2. disarm: verb (dis aarm’)—to overcome by using charm
   sentence:

3. harmonize: verb (haar’ muh nlz)—bring to an agreement
   sentence:

4. indignantly: adverb (in dig’ nunt lee)—in an angry way, especially as a result of unjust treatment
   sentence:

5. inquisitive: adjective (in kwizz’ uh tiv)—curious; eager to learn
   sentence:

6. peril: noun (perr’ ul)—imminent danger; exposure to the risk of harm or danger
   sentence:

7. pendulum: noun (pen’ juh lum)—a weight hung from a fixed point that swings freely back and forth under the influence of gravity; or the mechanism of a clock
   sentence:

8. rector: noun (rek’ tur)—the priest or cleric in charge of a Catholic or Episcopal parish
   sentence:

9. temperament: noun (tem’ pruh ment)—a person’s characteristic nature
   sentence:

10. transaction: noun (tran zak’ shun)—an exchange of money for a product
   sentence: